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Very,very cool!! I love seeing the different art interpretations on each page, and am excited to flip to

each month. It is a different setup (calender wise), but I personally don't mind it; I love the bigger

pictures of art!

This calendar features many new and previously unseen images from the illustrator of the U.S.

Harry Potter books â€“ Mary GrandPrÃ©. If you enjoyed the now iconic original U.S. book covers

(and who doesnâ€™t?) then youâ€™ll thoroughly enjoy these images which take up almost the

entire 15â€• x 13â€• page. The days of the month are displayed in a line across the bottom. This set

up is perfect for displaying it as a poster, but itâ€™s not very functional as a calendar.Images are

printed on both sides of each page. I wish the paper was of a bit heavier stock, but itâ€™s thick

enough that the reverse image is not visible. The calendar ships with a metal u-bend hanger

thatâ€™s not fastened to the spiral binding. Mine arrived with the hanger stuck half-way down one

side of the binding and it took some very careful prodding to get it back in place.In spite of the

somewhat less than perfect production and the difficulty in using it as a functional calendar, I still

recommend this product to all Harry Potter and Mary GrandPrÃ© fans. The images and their

enormous size are just too cool to pass up. Hopefully WB will offer a higher quality calendar next

year with more awesome images from Mary GrandPrÃ©.



I know this is a calendar but you're really going to buy this for the art. It is amazingly detailed, looks

amazing, and the size is just right. Unfortunately the calendar pages are back-to-back so if you

wanted to display these in the future you're only going to have a pick of 6 of the scenes. The

calendar is a little tricky to read but as I stated earlier I really bought this for the art.

I love the pictures :) It's not a great calendar, since the dates are written really tiny at the bottom of

each page, but I used it basically as a poster/ decoration in my dorm room. I had to get a completely

separate wall calendar, though.

Great images, the calendar portion is unusable however. The dates are really small along the

bottom. I wish I had paid closer attention before ordering it. The paintings are great and are now

hanging on my wall.

A must have for any die-hard Harry Potter fans (especially if you have followed the books from the

very start)! The artwork is amazing and brings me back to those early years before the movies and

this is exactly how you had pictured the characters.

I love this calendar. The pictures are amazing - they match the book's artwork and it makes this a

very lovely wall hanging.The numbers aren't squared off like a regular calendar, so this isn't really

practical for date tracking, but if you need to know what day of the week then 19th falls on, you can

find out.

This can be billed as a calendar? I'll echo what other reviewers have noted (the calendar part is

NOT useful - dates of the month listed in one line across the page, I can't write anything on the

calendar; and the holidays are also listed in a line in small print below the illustration), plus add that I

even felt the paper that the calendar pages are printed on is thinner than I'd expect. Pretty

disappointing for something I hoped I could hang up and really make use of.
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